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dawning of the clear light 3 dr. g. scott sparrow i have been working with dreams since i was a teenager. when
i was 19, i had the first of countless lucid dreams, many of which have culminated in the experience of white
light. a couple of a non-dual approach to the question of dream control ... - my thesis turned into a little
book, lucid dreaming: dawning of the clear light (1976), which was the first book on lucid dreaming published
in north america. after hearne (1978) and laberge (1980) independently established lucid dreaming as a true
rem sleep phenomenon, lucid dream research became a legitimate field of its own. lucid dreaming:
paradoxes of dreaming consciousness - are dreaming. the experience of lucid dreaming, as this
phenomenon is termed (van eeden, 1913), is clearly anomalous in comparison with the usual mildly delirious
experience of nonlucid dreaming. the term lucid is used in the psychi-atric sense, indicating clear insight and
correct orientation to reality as opposed [from: s. laberge & h. rheingold, (1990). exploring the world lucid dreaming: dawning of the clear light. [3] sparrow discusses carlos castaneda's famous technique of
looking at his hands while dreaming to induce and stabilize lucid dreams. [4] sparrow argues that the
dreamer's body provides one of the most unchanging elements in the dream, which can lucid dreaming and
mysticism: a personal observation - in lucid dreams and never know any reality greater than ourselves. we
need to distinguish between the phenomenon itself and our interpretation of the phenomenon for ... sparrow
g.s. lucid dreaming: dawning of the clear light. virginia beach, va: a.r.e. press, 1976. overall session title:
the lucidity of light: light as an ... - north america, lucid dreaming: dawning of the clear light. since then, i
have viewed the lucid dream as a platform for experiencing the highest states of awareness, but also as an
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life. i was also interested in replicating marcel louis forhan's observa-tion that he could control his out-of-body
environment by pure thought (yram, n.d.). i mention these factors to show that, while out-of-body, dr.
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